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 Big Idea: 
The Power to Obey

Group Time:
Have one of your group members share their spiritual journey. They should share 5 min. about their life before 
they came to Jesus, 5 min. about how they came to Jesus, and 5 min. about what their life has been like since 
becoming a follower of Christ. Its best if you ask a person beforehand so they have enough time to think 
through their story.

If you’ve asked everyone in your group already to share their spiritual journey, start your meeting off with 
prayer requests. Then ask for volunteers to pray for each request.

Bible Time:
•Ask - Share something from the Sunday sermon that had an impact on your life.

•Read - Galatians 5:13-15.

•Ask - 1. How does it make you feel when people are biting and devouring?
           2. What does this type of behavior cause a non-believer to think about Christians? 
           3. How does this passage say we are to love one another?

•Read - Galatians 5:16-21. The answer this passsage gives to living a Godly life is the Holy Spirit.

•Ask - 1. Are you surrprised at anything on the list of acts of the sinful nature?
          2. Which of these do we, as believers, minimize and say, “its no big deal?”
          3. Which ones do you think people struggle with in their life?
          4. [If you’re feeling like the group is comfortable] Share about a decision in your life when you were   
	 “torn”	between	doing	what	pleased	God	and	doing	what	pleased	the	sinful	nature.	(If	this	is	difficult	for		 	
 group members, the leader can start the sharing.)

•Read - Galatians 5:22-26

•Illustration - When you plant an apple tree, it takes a few years of pruning, fertilizing, and working with the 
tree before there are any good apples. When it is time, you most certainly expect that the tree will bear good 
fruit! It would be very unexpected and dissapointing after all that work to see the tree bear sour apples!
In the same way - Jesus Christ certainly paid a high price to secure our salvation. It would be dissapointing to 
Him to see us live a life that does not yield good fruit.

•Ask - 1. Which fruit of the Spirit metioned in v. 22-23 do you see in others?
           2. Who in your life demonstrates love? ...demonstrates patience?
           3. Which fruits of the Spirit do you need to ask for God’s help in cultivating?
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•Ask - Since we do want to have these fruits of the Spirit in our lives, how will we do it?

•Answer - By the Spirit.

•Ask -	What	do	we	learn	about	this	life	in	the	Spirit	by	these	five	Greek	words:
 1. Walk, translated “live by the Spirit” in verse 16
 This is an expression we use today, “Your walk of life.” Think of lifestyle.
 2. Led, translated “Led by the Spirit” in verse 18
 This is used somewhat the same in English. Mt. 21:2 - bring (lead) the donkey. Or Lk. 22:54 - the   
 soldiers led Jesus away.
 3. Fruit, translated “Fruit of the Spirit” in verse 22
 These are the results in our lives from the Spirit’s activity.
 4. Life, translated “live in the Spirit” in verse 25
 The word means life, as opposed to death. We are alive because of the Spirit.
 5. Hold to, translated “keep in step” in verse 25
 This is a marching term. We are to follow the Spirit’s cadence. Conform to His standard.

Prayer Time: 
Pass out index cards and ask your group to write their name on the card. Then ask them to put one fruit of the
Spirit they want to be developed. Collect them and pass back out to others by gender.
Then ask the group to pray for the other person on their card together in a group.

***If you have extra time....this is a great prallel theme of how we are transformed.

•Read - John 15:1-5

•Ask - 1. This passage continues with the analogy of “fruit.” What do you think God expects from those who are
         His children?
         2. What does it mean to “abide” in Christ?
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What do we learn about this life in the Spirit by these five Greek words:

1.Walk, translated “live by the Spirit” in verse 16.

2. Led, translated “Led by the Spirit” in verse 18.

3. Fruit, translated “Fruit of the Spirit” in verse 22.

4. Life, translated “live in the Spirit” in verse 25.

5. Hold to, translated “keep in step” in verse 25.

Which act(s) of the sinful nature do we, as believers, minimize and say, “it’s no big deal?”

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

Which fruit(s) of the Spirit do  you need to ask for God’s help in cultivating?

 ____________________________________________________________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________________




